Course Description

In this seminar we will explore domestic and international environmental issues from a perspective that foregrounds questions of social justice. The field of environmental justice asks for fair treatment of all people regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, economic capacity, national origin, and education level with respect to environmental policies and their implementation. In this and other aspects, the environmental justice perspective differs from traditional environmental philosophies in that it seeks to combine a concern for the natural world with a consciousness of ethnic, class, and gender discrimination. From this vantage point it is argued that throughout the world there are marked and increasing disparities between those who have access to clean and safe resources and those who do not. Often poor and minority communities bear a disproportionately large burden of toxic contamination and suffer the health problems that result from it, while the elite and powerful tend to control the valuable resources. These disparities may be the result of historical circumstances, contemporary economic and trade relations, and inadequate or inappropriate governmental regulation. They may also be the result of deliberate targeting of disenfranchised communities or weak nations to bear the burden of powerful communities’ and nations’ unsustainable consumption patterns.

“It is no longer possible to separate environmental concerns from those of social justice. Equitable access to a stable climate, clean air, potable water, and safe food are core human rights and civil liberties currently at risk for all humans on the planet -- threats to these basic rights are an unparalleled humanitarian challenge.”

~ http://www.uuvisalia.org/justice/green.html

Format

This will be a seminar course capped at a maximum of 18. We meet once a week for 2 hour 50 minute discussion with a 10 minute break in the middle.
Discussion Participation--20%
You are expected to complete all readings before class in preparation for discussion. Discussion is an important part of this course. Regular attendance, therefore, is essential. You should keep notes, annotations and questions on the class readings and bring them to class for discussion.

Weekly Reading Response--15%
Weeks 2-12: one page reading reflections are due Monday at noon, the day before each class (unless you are the discussion leader). Reading responses should be either typed or cut and pasted (not uploaded as documents) into the “forums” section on classes v2 and will be accessible by everyone in the class to enhance collaborative learning. These short papers should reflect critically on a principal thesis of one or more of the readings of particular interest to you (don't summarize the readings) and should include with at least two questions for group discussion. The primary purpose of the reading reflections is to motivate you to interact with the readings and to prepare you to discuss them with your classmates. Be sure to read other student’s reflections the evening or morning before class.

Reading Response for Week 13: Wrap up Essay--5%
This final reading response will take a different form than the previous ones. Read through all your previous response papers and reflect on the intellectual growth you see in your understanding of environmental justice. Word limit 500-750.

Discussion Leader--20%
Sign up for one session. You do not write a reading response if you are the discussion leader. The discussion leader’s role will be to raise questions about the readings, to challenge others to think about the readings in a new way, to compare and contrast different author’s positions, or to critique the arguments of the authors. The discussion leaders may, for example, list questions and/or issues for the whole group to discuss, break the class into small groups, lead the class in an exercise that demonstrates a particular point, organize a debate, play a game, etc. Be creative.

Final Research Paper--40%

- Refer to the text when needed during the discussion. A seminar is not a test of memory.
- You are not “learning a subject”; your goal is to understand the ideas, issues and values reflected in the text
- Do not participate if you are not prepared. A seminar is not a bull session
- Do not stay confused; ask for clarifications
- Stick to the point currently under discussion; make notes about ideas you want to come back to
- Do not raise hands; take turns talking
- Listen carefully
- Speak up so others can hear you
- Talk to each other not the leader or teacher
- Discuss ideas rather than just opinions
**Readings**


**Video:** Listen to portions of Hallsworth Plenary Debate: "Justice for people must come before justice for the environment": [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oldnYTYMx-k](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oldnYTYMx-k)

- 6:00-19:00 - Amita Baviskar, Delhi University
- 1:17-1:33 - Veronica Strang, Durham University
- 1:34-1:41 - Baviskar response
- 1:52-1:57 - Strang response

**Readings**


Readings


Readings


“Sun Mad”, a controversial painting by Ester Hernandez representing her anger about chemicals workers are exposed to in the grape industry (from the Smithsonian American Museum of Art)
Readings

Morello-Frosch, Rachel et al. 2011. “Understanding Cumulative Impacts Of Inequalities In Environmental Health: Implications For Policy”. Health Affairs 30(5): 879-887.


Readings


Faces of Climate Justice

Indigenous Leaders blocked from entering the United National Framework Conventions Climate Change meetings on a new proposal called REDD

Photo: AP/Ed Wray

Global Alliance of Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities on Climate Change against REDD+ and for Life
Week 9: Immigrants, Mobility and Labor Justice

March 25

Cesar Chavez, an American farm worker, labor leader and civil rights activists, who founded National Farm Workers Association. In 1984, Chavez started a peaceful protests, the table grapes boycott in McFarland, CA, then known as "cancer town," because of its childhood cancer clusters caused by pesticides and fertilizers.

Readings


Week 10: Community-Based Research and Community-Academic Partnerships

April 1

Readings


Check out: Website for We Act: http://www.weact.org/Programs/EJAdvocacyGovtAccountability/tabid/192/Default.aspx
Final Research Proposal—40%
Your final paper for this course will take the form of a research proposal that will be evaluated by a panel of experts (your classmates). You will both complete your own proposal, and evaluate the proposal of three of your classmates. This is how the process will be managed:

• The class will be divided into teams of three expert evaluators. We will have a maximum of 3 panels and 9 presentations per week.

• April 5th: ALL students will submit a near-final draft of their proposal for evaluation to their assigned panel.

• Half the class will present their proposal and be evaluated on April 15th, the other half will present their proposal and be evaluated on April 22nd.

• Prior to class on April 15th (and 22nd) the evaluators will meet in their teams and discuss the proposals and determine a tentative ranking (based on a pre-determined rubric).

• At this time the panel will draft a memo to each student with feedback and ideas for strengthening their proposals.

• April 15th (and 22nd) each student will be given 10 minutes to present their proposal, followed by 5 minutes of questions from the panel. After the student presentations the 3 panels will deliberate and determine the one proposal they will fictionally fund at $50,000 for 12 months.

• All students have until April 28th to incorporate any of their evaluators comments into their proposals for their final grade.

Proposals should include the following:
• A cover page with the title of the project, the applicants name, institutional affiliation, and date.

• A 10-page narrative
  • introduction or problem statement, (1 page)
  • research questions or hypothesis (>1 page)
  • research framework and methods (3-4 pages)
  • literature review providing context and significance of the research (3-4 pages)
  • conclusion with expected outcomes, including projected community impacts (>1 page)

All proposals will be considered regardless of the scale the project, the nature of the problem, or the geographic region of the proposed research. Proposals will be evaluated based on intellectual merit, rigorous methods, understanding of the relevant literature, innovation and interdisciplinarity.